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Market outlook
Currency risk in a portfolio: Why take it?
Investors are becoming increasingly aware of the
impact that currencies have on their portfolios, not
only from a return perspective, but also with regard
to risk. When the currency exposure of international
equities is left unhedged, investors are accepting
currency risk as part of their portfolio.
But can currency exposure be expected to benefit a
portfolio in terms of higher return, or risk reduction
through diversification? With the advent of currencyhedged investment solutions, investors need no
longer take undesired risks and maintain undesired
exposures. Let’s dispel some common misconceptions
about the role of currency risk in a portfolio.

Misconception #1: Currencies are a wash in the
long run, so why hedge?
Over the long run, a reasonable expectation for the real
return of most currencies is zero. Generally speaking,
exchange rates should return to their equilibrium value
over time. This implies that in the long run, the return
of a hedged or unhedged investment in international
equities should not be different.
And in fact, over long periods of time, the return of
currency hedged and unhedged developed market
international equity exposures tend to converge.
Since its inception in 1992, the currency hedged
version of the MSCI EAFE Index (a widely-followed

benchmark for international developed equity markets)
outperformed the unhedged index by 43 basis points
annualized. Over such long periods of time, rarely
is the return of hedged and unhedged exposures
meaningfully different. We think the assumption that
currency exposure will provide zero excess expected
return is reasonable.
However, exchange rates can and do diverge
from the equilibrium rate implied by purchasing
power parity or other valuation models, and these
divergences can last for years and be very significant
in magnitude. Figure 2 shows the annual currency
return of the MSCI EAFE Index going back to 1988.
Currencies returned as much as 15.2% (in 2003) to
as little as –12.0% (in 2005). Investors must consider
if they are able to weather such significant short- and
medium-term swings in investment performance.
Given the zero expected return of the asset over
long time periods and the potential for significant
swings in the short term, investors should consider if
currency exposure is right for their portfolio.
If an investor has no view on the directionality of
currencies, why roll the dice?
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Misconception #2: Currency exposure does not
impact volatility

What drives currency fluctuations?
Over long periods of time, exchange rates are
determined by fundamental variables like longterm trends in trade, savings and investment, and
net foreign asset and liability positions.

Just as currency exposure is an additional source of
return in an investment portfolio (positive or negative),
currency exposure is also an additional source of risk.
The risk (volatility) of a currency unhedged investment
has three primary components: the volatility of the
equities, the volatility of the currencies, and the
correlation of the two. Currency volatility is typically
less than that of equities, making the correlation
figure an important contributor to overall volatility.
If currencies and local market returns are positively
correlated, currency exposure can add significant
incremental volatility. Leaving currency exposure
unhedged can typically only result in lower volatility
if currencies and local market returns are negatively
correlated enough to offset the volatility of exchange
rate fluctuations.

Over the medium term, exchange rates are
typically driven by macroeconomic factors such as
real interest-rate differentials, current and capital
account balances, relative national inflation, and
relative economic growth to name a few.
The theory of purchasing power parity (PPP) says
that over long periods of time, the equilibrium
value of currencies is driven by relative purchasing
power: at the equilibrium exchange rate,
consumers would be able to purchase a basket
of goods at home or exchange their currency and
buy the same basket of goods abroad.

Figure 1: U.S. dollar is cyclical—U.S. Dollar Index (2/28/73–12/31/16)
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Source: Deutsche Asset Management, Bloomberg as of 12/31/16. Vertical axis represents index levels for the U.S. Dollar Index. Past
performance does not guarantee future results.

Figure 2: Annual currency return of the MSCI EAFE Index (1992–2016 year-to-date)
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Source: Deutsche Asset Management, Morningstar as of 12/31/16. Past performance does not guarantee future results.
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Figure 3: Historically, currency exposure repeatedly increased volatility (MSCI EAFE Index, 1978–2016)

Source: Deutsche Asset Management, Morningstar as of 12/31/16. Rolling difference in annualized 5-year volatility of monthly index
returns. Past performance does not guarantee future results.

If we look at the rolling 5-year volatility of the MSCI
EAFE Index, we can see that currency exposure has
repeatedly contributed to incremental volatility over
time. Figure 3 shows the difference in volatility of the
MSCI EAFE Index in local currency and U.S. dollar
terms. The chart begins in early 1978, a few years
after the U.S. dollar became free-floating. During this
time period, currency has added to risk in most time
periods: Currency exposure increased volatility in 91%
of the 478 five-year rolling periods examined.
Is the volatility reduction potential of currency
hedging dependent on time period? Figure 4 below
shows that regardless of the investment time horizon,

currency has typically added incremental volatility
historically. Critically, incremental volatility from
currency risk has been on the rise since the financial
crisis as equity-currency correlations have increased.
Investors with no outlook for the directionality of
currency and no expectation that currency exposure
will enhance returns may be accepting additional,
uncompensated risk by not hedging. With the
potential of currency exposure to increase volatility,
investors in or nearing retirement in particular may
want to consider currency hedging their international
equity exposure to reduce cash flow variability.

Figure 4: Incremental volatility from currency in the MSCI EAFE Index (1973–2016)
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Source: Deutsche Asset Management, Morningstar as of 12/31/16. Rolling difference in annualized volatility of monthly index returns.
Past performance does not guarantee future results.
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Figure 5: Five-year rolling correlation of MSCI EAFE with the S&P 500 Index (1996–2016)
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Source: Deutsche Asset Management, Morningstar as of 12/31/16. Data for the hedged index prior to 12/31/92 is back tested.
See last page for details.

Misconception #3: Currency exposure is a good
portfolio diversifier
Some investors believe that the inherent currency
exposure of international equities is beneficial from
a portfolio diversification standpoint. According
to modern portfolio theory, if assets are less-thanperfectly correlated with each other, combining
them in a portfolio can result in lower overall
volatility than the volatility of the assets on a
standalone basis. Because currencies are not
perfectly correlated with equity or bond returns,
some investors view currencies as uncorrelated
“noise” with the potential to reduce the overall
volatility of an investment in global equities.
However, this has not been the case historically.
Unhedged international equities, again represented
by the MSCI EAFE Index, have not exhibited lower
correlation with the S&P 500 (domestic equities)
than currency hedged international equities.

As shown in Figure 5, correlations have been
indistinguishable for many years. The diversification
benefit of international equities is a function of the
equities themselves, not their inherent currency risk.
If the inherent currency exposure of unhedged
equities offered superior diversification benefits,
then global equities could be expected to exhibit
lower volatility in U.S. dollar terms than in local
currency terms. But in 90% of the rolling 5-year
time periods since early 1978, currency exposure
introduced incremental volatility to the MSCI World
Index—actually adding risk instead of reducing it
through diversification, shown below in Figure 6.
Investors considering the role of unhedged currency
exposure in their portfolio should ask themselves:
with no expectation of higher returns, potential for
incremental risk, and limited diversification benefits,
why leave currency risk unhedged?
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Figure 6: Incremental volatility of currency exposure in MSCI World Index (1978–2016)

Source: Deutsche Asset Management, Morningstar as of 12/31/16. Difference in annualized volatility of monthly rolling index returns.
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The MSCI EAFE Index tracks the performance of stocks in select developed markets outside of the
United States. The MSCI EAFE U.S. Dollar Hedged Index is calculated using the same methodology as
the MSCI EAFE Index, but is designed to mitigate exposure to fluctuations between the value of the
U.S. dollar and non-U.S. currencies. The MSCI World Index tracks the performance of stocks in select
developed markets around the world, including the United States. The S&P 500 Index tracks the
performance of 500 leading U.S. stocks and is widely considered representative of the U.S. equity market.
Standard deviation is often used to represent the volatility of an investment. It depicts how widely an
investment’s returns vary from the investment’s average return over a certain period. The U.S. Dollar Index
tracks the performance of the U.S. dollar relative to other world currencies. Correlation is a measure of how
closely two variables move together over time. A 1.0 equals perfect correlation. A –1.0 equals total negative
correlation. A currency forward is a contract in the foreign-exchange market that locks in the price at which
an entity can buy or sell a currency on a future date.
Nothing contained herein is fiduciary or impartial investment advice that is individualized or directed to any
plan, plan participant, or IRA owner regarding the advisability of any investment transaction, including any
IRA distribution or rollover.
Diversification does not eliminate the risk of experiencing investment losses.
The comments, opinions and estimates contained herein are based on or derived from publicly available
information from sources that we believe to be reliable. We do not guarantee their accuracy. This material
is for informational purposes only and sets forth our views as of this date. The underlying assumptions and
these views are subject to change without notice.
Xtrackers ETFs are managed by DBX Advisors LLC the “Adviser” and distributed by ALPS
Distributors, Inc. (“ALPS”). The Adviser is a subsidiary of Deutsche Bank AG and is not affiliated with ALPS.
Carefully consider the fund’s investment objectives, risk factors, and charges and expenses before
investing. This and other information can be found in the fund’s prospectus, which may be obtained
by calling 1-855-329-3837, or by viewing or downloading a prospectus at xtrackers.com. Read the
prospectus carefully before investing.
Important risk information
Investing involves risk, including the possible loss of principal. Stocks may decline in value. Foreign investing
involves greater and different risks than investing in US companies, including currency fluctuations, less
liquidity, less developed or less efficient trading markets, lack of comprehensive company information,
political instability and differing auditing and legal standards. Emerging markets tend to be more volatile than
the markets of more mature economies, and generally have less diverse and less mature economic structures
and less stable political systems than those of developed countries. A fund’s use of forward currency
contracts may not be successful in hedging currency exchange rates changes and could eliminate some or
all of the benefit of an increase in the value of a foreign currency versus the U.S. dollar. Funds investing in
a single industry, country or in a limited geographic region generally are more volatile than more diversified
funds. Investing in derivatives entails special risks relating to liquidity, leverage and credit that may reduce
returns and/or increase volatility. Performance of a fund may diverge from that of the underlying index due to
operating expenses, transaction costs, cash flows, use of sampling strategies or operational inefficiencies.
An investment in a fund should be considered only as a supplement to a complete investment program for
those investors willing to accept the risks associated with the fund. See the prospectus for details.
Indexes are unmanaged and you cannot invest directly in an index. It is not possible to invest directly in an index.
Investment products: No bank guarantee | Not FDIC insured | May lose value
Deutsche Asset Management represents the asset management activities conducted by Deutsche Bank AG
or any of its subsidiaries.
Shares are not individually redeemable, and owners of Shares may acquire those Shares from the Fund,
or tender such Shares for redemption to the Fund, in Creation Units only.
© 2017 Deutsche Bank AG. All rights reserved. ETF179415 (12/17) I-040592-3 DBX 003152 EXP (12/18) RETAIL-PUBLIC

